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At the previous early time, Benjamin Franklin was 

demonstrated practically the lightning theory throughout an 

erected media while waiting for completion of the spire aimed his 

idea of a flying object using a kite. Furthermore, the conduction 

was conditioned while the string stretching out and a spark 

jumped in the rain during the storming soaked to the line. 

Nowadays, the lightning is supposed to contribute an atmospheric 

discharge which typically occurs during thunderstorms covered 

many possibility factors. In detail, the lightning development is 

produced by several steps in terms of the charge separation for 

providing the first process in the generation of lightning, the 

leader formation for the moving thundercloud over the earth's 

surface to induce the ground charge follows the movement of the 

cloud, and discharge channel when the 

electric field becomes strong enough for 

creating a point of the striking between 

clouds and the ground. By considering 

the charge propagation as illustrated in 

Figure 1, the lightning process is 

electric discharges in the form of sparks 

in the which are charged with the 

negative pole location is deployed in the 

lower part and the positive pole centre 

is located at opposite up.  

Recently, various discussions of 

natural behaviours become more 

interesting issues as working as the past 

studies with suitable models for 

understanding the natural phenomenon. Various 

characteristics have been observed and tested for 

analyzing these curious issues in many studies in order to 

recognize natural behaviours of the thunderstorm. 

Observations of an active lightning discharge with data 

collection and data analysis have renewed in the field of 

thunderstorms and their consequences. Technically, 

thunderstorms can be recognized like a cotton mob or a 

puffy shape expanded to begin growing upwards of the 

potential striking path. In this phenomenon, defining 

atmospheric materials for the thunderstorm is very 

important things and urgently observations covered in 

moisture; unstable air; and lift. These materials should be 

detected and mitigated for knowing all processes of the 

existing thunderstorm mechanism. In detail, the moisture 

is consisted of water in the atmosphere to form clouds 

and rain. The unstable air is supported by warm air to 

contrast with the air surrounding the clouds in order to 

unstable air will cause the cloud to increase quickly. The 

lift is provided by warm or cold fronts, sea breezes, 

mountains or other phenomenon. 

By considering this phenomenon, thunderstorm’s mechanisms are adopted to become an intelligent computation for 

pretending its processes in nature as introduced in this article. These mechanisms are performed using several phases to 

explain the adoption in computing procedures as a new evolutionary algorithm namely Thunderstorm Algorithm based 

on the natural inspiration of the thunderstorm as illustrated in Figure 2. Moreover, the searching mechanism is 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the striking propagation 

 
Fig. 2. Hierarchy processes of thunderstorm algorithm 

 
Fig. 3. Cloud charges early at the positions 



 

conducted to striking processes and channeling avalanches for releasing the cloud charges. In addition, the cloud charge 

is populated using a certain procedure for the possibility clouds. Specifically, Thunderstorm Algorithm is consisted of 

various distances of the streamer deployed by a hazardous factor for the striking targets randomly based on the multiple 

directions. In detail, Thunderstorm Algorithm is executed using several steps for defining and selecting the optimal 

solution. The generating population set is initiated on the first step as the cloud charge associated with many technical 

constraints and limitations. In principle, the sequencing computation of Thunderstorm Algorithm is given in several 

procedures as the pseudo-codes in terms of Cloud Phase; Streamer Phase; and Avalanche Phase. Cloud Phase is used to 

produce the cloud charges, and to evaluate the clouds before defining the pilot leader. Another one, Streamer Phase, is 

implemented to select the prior streamer and to guide the striking directions included the path evaluation for defining 

the streaming track. The final process is Avalanche Phase used to evaluate the channels, replace the streaming track for 

keeping the streamer. By considering these steps, the Thunderstorm Algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2 for its hierarchy.  

One of cloud’s performances for Thunderstorm 

Algorithm is depicted in Figure 3 applied to the 

integrated dispatch problem using the IEEE-62 bus 

system model. This implementation has considered 

operational constraints and an environmental requirement 

to control gaseous discharges used six striking targets 

randomly for conveying the cloud charges within all 

periods for creating the channel. These cloud charges are 

created for G1 to G19 in various positions as 50 

candidate solutions for every streaming flow. Concerning 

in the Streamer Phase, the striking targets are generated 

using 6 of hazardous factors for every process with its 

possibility cloud charges in the streaming tracks. 

Moreover, Figure 4 shows the six streaming tracks of 

striking positions which are combined in various 

directions for generating further striking points in random 

distances. By considering other computing performances, 

Thunderstorm Algorithm seems strongly to be a new 

promising evolutionary approach and it is recommended 

to further investigations and implementations. 
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Fig. 4. Streaming flows 


